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76% 

of employees claim that 
unconventional office fit-out 
could have a positive impact 
on their productivity.

source: Jones. C. & Volpe, E.H.  (2011). 
Organizational identification: 
Extending our understanding of social identities through social networks. 
Journal of Organizational Behavior, 32(3), 413-434. 3 / 59
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Outstanding details
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Refined materials
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Dedicated colour concept
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Designers

Basically everything can become our 
source of inspiration, be it contemporary 
architecture, art, engineering, nature, 
consumer electronics, lighting, furniture, 
food or even music...

Sometimes it is the overall 
shape, sometimes it is the 
surface or a small detail that 
makes the project special 
and interesting.

Design studio: WertelOberfell
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Play&Work with Red Dot Award 2016 

In a contemporary office people change 
their working styles smoothly. Play&Work 
ensures such office arrangement which gives 
employees a chance to choose the place 
where they want to perform their everyday 
duties. Its modularity lets you save space. 
The unique design and great functionality 
support your employees’ creativity. The wide 
range of configuration options allows you to 
create workstations perfectly adjusted  
to particular tasks.

Comprehensive functionality and unique 
design of Play&Work furniture system were 
awarded the Red Dot Design Award in 2016.
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The ladder-shaped panel is the most 
distinctive element of the system design - 
the designers have been inspired 
by balcony balustrades, e.g. those 
at the Bauhaus building.

Design
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The U-shaped leg of a rounded profile 
with an equal diameter over the entire 
length makes an excellent  detail.  
The Walter Gropius’ chairs from  
the early twentieth century represent  
this inspiration.

Design
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Contemporary office
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Functionality right from the start
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Functionality right from the start
In a tidy and organised environment every 
task seems to be much more pleasant. 
A functional offi ce has a huge infl uence 
on employees’ well-being. 

The most problematic elements of many 
offi ces are... common bags or women’s 
handbags. Because everyone wants 
to have their personal items within reach, 
Play&Work ensures a perfect solution.
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Within reach
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Within reach
It’s no use wasting your time looking  
for necessary documents or other materials. 
Thanks to the functional accessories  
of the Play&Work system, everything  
is within reach and everyday work 
becomes more effective.
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Effective work
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Effective work



Perfect match
Office space optimisation is an important 
aspect of a well thought-out office 
arrangement. Popular elements  
of a modern space are hot desk 
workstations. They allow for a shift work 
system by ensuring quick and easy desk 
adjustment to physical characteristics  
of a user. Quality of work does not have 
to be dependent on a permanent 
workstation. One desk can serve a few 
people and provide them with the same 
level of comfort. Desks with a T-type  
base with height adjustment allow  
for adjusting a workstation to a particular 
user in an easy and comfortable way.
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Effective work
A functional office has a great impact 
on employees’ efficiency. An optimally 
arranged workplace supports them  
in carrying out their everyday tasks.  
The Play&Work system offers a wide  
range of comfortable and ergonomic 
solutions which can increase employees’ 
comfort at work.
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Creative reflections



Creative reflections
Changing your working position, 
stepping away from your workplace  
or going for a short walk in an office  
can have a positive influence on your 
ability to concentrate. A low cabinet  
with an upholstered pad acts like  
a bench allowing for creative reflections 
in an office. 
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Constructive discussions
In a contemporary office spontaneous meetings 
are the most common way of working.  
The workbench workstations of the Play&Work 
system are equipped with a desk extension 
which provides enough space for holding 
unplanned consultations. A very convenient 
accessory is the free-standing organiser where 
you can keep all the necessary materials and 
which you can take with you wherever you go.

23 / 59



Privacy in a team
A contemporary office consists of many 
different zones that ensure a smooth 
transition from silent work that requires 
concentration to teamwork where a team’s 
support and common reflection perform key 
roles. Noise and the number of surrounding 
objects have a huge influence on the 
quality of people’s work – the Play&Work 
freestanding cabinets divide a space without 
the necessity of generating other permanent 
divisions. The freestanding cabinets ensure 
privacy and easy contact with the rest  
of a team at the same time. They are also  
an ideal place for storing materials.
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Important consultations



Important consultations
The role of a team manager is unique. 
Those who hold this position 
are outstanding and have strong 
personalities. Their workstations must 
highlight their importance in a company. 
The Play&Work system offers managerial 
solutions which combine attractive 
design with great functionality.
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Inspiring conversations
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Inspiring conversations
Informal meetings positively affect 
the atmosphere in an offi ce and 
relationships between team members. 
A quick exchange of ideas or a short 
conversation can very often help employees 
fi nd the best solutions. The high Play&Work 
table joined to a cabinet creates an ideal 
place for holding this kind of meetings.  
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Concentration on a task



Concentration on a task
Regardless of the type of professional duties, 
every employee sometimes needs to work  
in the quiet. There are also some jobs based 
on individual work. When designing an office, 
it is necessary to plan the space properly  
so that it will perform various functions and 
meet all the employees’ needs.  
The Play&Work system offers a wide range  
of solutions supporting this working style.
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Concentration on a task
It is impossible to rearrange the whole office 
area when transferring from one task to 
another. However, thanks to the thoughtful 
Play&Work system solutions we can easily 
configure individual workstation.  
Free-standing organiser with upholstered 
pad acts as a portable panel.
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Working comfort
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Working comfort
The process of arranging office spaces 
aims at creating places where people 
can work effectively and feel comfortable. 
Using appropriate colours and natural 
materials (wood, linoleum) are the key 
aspects in designing a perfect home 
design office.
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Tekst

Highly ergonomic office 
furniture can increase 
employees’ productivity by up to 

15%
source: Springer, T. (1992). Improving Productivity in the Workplace: 
Reports from the Field. St. Charles, IL: Springer Associates. 34 / 59



Double-sided cabinets joined to desks
> The openwork panel facilitates communication
> A bigger working surface: the desktop is joined to a shelf in a cabinet
> Offi ce space optimisation thanks to the integrated workstations

Workstations designed for teamwork
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 Offi ce space optimisation thanks to the integrated workstations



Workstations designed for teamwork

Double-sided cabinets joined to desks
> The openwork panel facilitates communication
> A bigger working surface: the desktop is joined to a shelf in a cabinet
> Offi ce space optimisation thanks to the integrated workstations
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TekstStanowiska pracy zespołowejWorkstations designed for teamwork

Workbench
> A leg placed a bit further away from the edge of the top increases the users’ comfort
> A desk extension provides enough space for quick meetings
> Sliding top: wiring in one place> Sliding top: wiring in one place
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Tekst
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Stanowiska pracy zespołowejWorkstations designed for teamwork

Workbench for integration 
with a cabinet
>  A workbench workstation is directly 

integrated with cabinets with the use 
of a special connecting module; there 
is no need to assemble a base

>  Economy of space thanks to functional 
extensions and a middle leg which 
is recessed away from the edge 
of the top

>  Workstation personalisation is ensured 
by a wide range of accessories and the 
cabinets integrated with a workstation

>  Easy assembly of additional modules 
allows for creating a workstation adjusted 
to the size of an offi ce space

38 / 59

cabinets integrated with a workstation
  Easy assembly of additional modules 
allows for creating a workstation adjusted 
to the size of an offi ce space

>  Easy assembly of additional modules 
allows for creating a workstation adjusted 
to the size of an offi ce space

  A workbench workstation is directly 
integrated with cabinets with the use 
of a special connecting module; there 

  Economy of space thanks to functional 
extensions and a middle leg which 

  Workstation personalisation is ensured 
by a wide range of accessories and the 
cabinets integrated with a workstation

  Easy assembly of additional modules 
allows for creating a workstation adjusted 



TekstStanowiska pracy zespołowejWorkstations designed for individual work

One-sided cabinets joined to a desk
> High cabinets act like acoustic and visual barriers
> The build-in metal panel allows for fi xing different accessories
> Integrated workstations mean easier space arrangement

39 / 59

 Integrated workstations mean easier space arrangement



Workstations designed for individual work
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Desks with a T-type base
>  A stable metal frame without height adjustment or with three types 

of height adjustment to choose from: manual, electric or via crank
>  Height adjustable tops ensure a desk can be easily adjusted to any user; 

they are also perfect for hot desking
>  The wide range of colours and fi nishes facilitates the arrangement process: 

desktops are made of melamine, laminate or soft linoleum
>  The possibility to assemble many different accessories that aid 

in organising a workstation



TekstTekstStanowiska pracy zespołowejWorkstations designed for individual work

Freestanding desk
> Patented constructional solutions
>  The possibility of equipping a workstation with a wide range 

of accessories facilitating its organisation
> Eco-friendly solutions: available desktops made of cellular board  Eco-friendly solutions: available desktops made of cellular board  Eco-friendly solutions: available desktops made of cellular board  Eco-friendly solutions: available desktops made of cellular board 
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TekstTekstStanowiska pracy zespołowejManagerial office

Desk joined to a sideboard
> A functionally organised sideboard interior
> Unique design: the plywood structure is visible on the desktop
> Innovative fi nishes: the desktop is coated with linoleum Innovative fi nishes: the desktop is coated with linoleum
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TekstTekst
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Managerial office

Sideboards
>  Additional space for storing necessary materials thanks to the use of practical double-sided 

cabinets
>  The cabinets are equipped with sliding door, which ensures easy access to documents
>  Drawers are fi tted with a soft closing system and a stop control plus function
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Informal meetings zones

High table joined to a cabinet
> Spontaneous meetings held in a standing position are shorter and more effective
> A change of working position has a positive impact on employees’ health
>  The idea of integrating a cabinet with a table helps to increase the working surface 

and storage area



Tekst
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Supplementary furniture

One-sided freestanding cabinets
>  Quick and easy access to the materials stored thanks to the use 

of sliding door and open shelves 
>  A built-in metal panel that allows for fi xing accessories
>  The wide range of colours and the possibility to combine them 

ensure an easy space arrangementensure an easy space arrangement



Tekst
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Supplementary furniture

Double-sided freestanding cabinets
>  Functional and effective space division thanks to the built-in metal panels
>  Quick and easy access to the materials stored thanks to the use of sliding door 

and open shelves 
>  A well thought-out combination of open shelves and the cabinets equipped 

with sliding door and a metal ladder ensures a practical arrangement of materials with sliding door and a metal ladder ensures a practical arrangement of materials 



TekstSupplementary furniture

Big Orga Tower
> A compact solution dedicated to freestanding desks
> The build-in metal panel allows for fi xing different accessories
> A handy container which doesn’t consume free space under the desktop
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TekstSupplementary furniture

Low cabinets with a seat
> Additional storage area combined with a place for holding spontaneous, informal meetings
>  As double-sided versions, the cabinets are perfect space dividers that help section off particular 

offi ce zones
> Comfortable side backrests or a version without backrests that ensures a bigger sitting area
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TekstPanels

Upholstered panels
> The possibility of sticking in drawing pins and attaching notes
> Panels fully upholstered with the Blazer fabric (100% wool)
> Panels are fi xed directly to the desk frame

 The possibility of sticking in drawing pins and attaching notes
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Panels 
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Metal panels
>  The most distinctive element 

of the system design
>  Panels can be easily assembled 

and disassembled
>  Panels are fi xed to a desk by means 

of a grub screw (the desktop surface 
remains untouched)remains untouched)remains untouched)



TekstAccessories
>  Very distinctive elements of the system design
>  Tool-free assembly - accessories are hung 

on a panel upholstered pads are fastened 
to it using a zip

>  Decorative and functional boxes 
for keeping wires

>  A leather desktop pad increases work comfort
>  Three lengths of upholstered vertical wire 

trunking ensure it can be easily fi xed 
to any desk type

  A leather desktop pad increases work comfort
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Tekst

The details 
are not the details. 
They make 
the design. 

Charles Eames 52 / 59



Details
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Details
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Details
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Details
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Details
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DetaleDetails
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Let’s talk   
about functional  
solutions


